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Background

Migraine is a common, episodic cause of disabling headache often associated with nausea and sensitivity to light and sound. Overall, 12-15% of adults in the United States (US) have reported migraine or severe headaches.\(^1,2\) The hallmark of migraine is recurrent attacks characterized by headache that is typically one sided and described as pulsatile or throbbing. In addition to headache, other symptoms may start right before or occur with the headache including nausea with or without vomiting, and sensitivity to external stimuli such as light, sound, and smells. The frequency of attacks and the intensity of symptoms vary widely, but when frequent and severe, migraine can be a disabling, chronic condition that can impact all aspects of life including personal relationships and ability to work.\(^3\) Patients with migraine have increased use of health care resources including visits to health care providers and emergency departments.\(^4,5\) Overall cost of health care for those with migraine are estimated to be $11-50 billion dollars in the US.\(^4,6\) Direct health care costs as well as indirect costs associated with work loss and disability claims are higher for those with migraine,\(^7,9\) and migraine is one of the most common causes of disability worldwide.\(^10\)

Diagnosis of migraine is based upon patient-reported symptoms, history, and physical examination findings; there is no test available that confirms the diagnosis.\(^11\) Clinical criteria broadly include the frequency and nature of the headache and the presence or absence of aura. Aura refers to a gradual onset of sensory or motor symptoms either before the onset of headache or as part of the headache. The most common aura are visual symptoms such as seeing bright lines, shapes, or objects. Headache features associated with a diagnosis of migraine include location on one side of the head, pulsating quality, moderate or severe pain intensity, and known triggers. Migraines are more common in women than men,\(^12\) and in those aged 18 to 44 years.\(^1,2\) A genetic predisposition to migraines is thought to account for their tendency to run in families. The precise cause of migraines is not known, but hypersensitivity of the brain to external stimuli and internal factors lead to activation of the trigeminovascular system of nerves that result in blood vessel and pain responses.\(^13\) Predisposing factors associated with migraine attacks include emotional stress, menstruation, visual stimuli, changes in weather, and certain foods and activities.\(^14\)
Treatment of migraine focuses on quickly aborting episodic symptoms and is usually more effective the sooner it is given.15 These treatments are referred to by a number of terms including “acute treatment,” “abortive treatment,” and “symptomatic treatment”; we will use the term “acute treatment” in this document. Early acute treatment is especially helpful for individuals with aura that precede the onset of the headache. The choice of therapy is based upon symptom frequency, severity, and the presence of nausea and vomiting. For individuals with mild symptoms, first-line over-the-counter nonspecific pain medications include aspirin, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as ibuprofen and naproxen, and acetaminophen. They are often used in combination preparations along with caffeine. Other strategies such as lying down in a quiet and dark room are also helpful, and a nap or sleep is often associated with relief.

For individuals with moderate or severe symptoms or lack of response to nonspecific pain medications, the use of specific migraine medications is recommended. The most commonly used migraine specific medication class targets the 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) or serotonin receptor. Seven 5-HT 1b/1d agonists or triptans are US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved for acute treatment of migraine attacks.13 Triptans are available as pills, nasal sprays, and for injection under the skin, with non-oral routes of administration typically for those with severe headache accompanied by nausea and/or vomiting. Though effective and safe for many patients with migraine, triptans are labeled as contraindicated in patients with known cardiovascular disease because of their vasoconstrictive effects, but observational studies have not identified major cardiovascular risk as used in clinical practice.16 Similarly, despite a reported possibility of serotonin syndrome in patients who combine triptans with selective serotonin and serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors the actual risk appears to be extremely low.17,18

Ergotamine preparations and other non-specific pain medications, such as barbiturates and opioids, are less commonly used since the introduction of triptans. Side effects and limited efficacy of these drugs, as well as tolerance and misuse for opioids and barbiturates, have led to their being reserved for patient unresponsive to other therapies. For patients with associated nausea and vomiting, antiemetics are used but generally in addition to other medications. For most individuals with migraine, treatment focuses on episodic intervention, but for about a quarter to a third of patients with severe and frequent attacks, medications to prevent migraine attacks are recommended.15 This is important because medication overuse headache can result from frequent administration of all acute medications for migraine attack, especially with nonspecific pain medications such as opioids, barbiturates, and combination agents. However, the prevalence of medication overuse headaches varies widely based upon differences in definitions and the population assessed.19,20

Despite available acute treatments, many individuals do not respond to multiple different medications which demonstrates the need for new acute treatment options. For example, studies of triptans often demonstrate response rates of 40-75%,21 and decreased response over time can also be seen in some individuals. One new target for therapy is calcitonin gene-related peptide
Interest in agents that target CGRP is based upon it being expressed in trigeminal ganglia nerves involved in the vasodilatory component of neurogenic inflammation, and administration of CGRP can trigger acute headache and delayed migraine-like attacks.\textsuperscript{22,23} Two new CGRP antagonists, ubrogepant and rimegepant, are under review by the FDA for acute treatment of migraine attacks. Another potential new acute treatment for migraine is lasmiditan, a selective 5-HT\textsubscript{1f} agonist. Unlike triptans that cause vasoconstrictive effects on cranial and coronary blood vessels via the 5-HT\textsubscript{1b} receptor, lasmiditan has not been shown to cause vasoconstriction but maintains activity for acute treatment of migraine.\textsuperscript{24,25}

**Stakeholder Input**

This scoping document was developed with input from diverse stakeholders, including patients and advocacy groups, clinicians, payers, researchers, and manufacturers of the agents of focus in this review. This document incorporates feedback gathered during preliminary calls with stakeholders, open input submissions from the public, and public comments on the draft version of this document. ICER looks forward to continued engagement with stakeholders throughout its review and encourages comments to refine our understanding of the clinical effectiveness and value of treatments.

**Report Aim**

This project will evaluate the health and economic outcomes of lasmiditan, rimegepant, and ubrogepant for acute treatment of migraine. The ICER value framework includes both quantitative and qualitative comparisons across treatments to ensure that the full range of benefits and harms—including those not typically captured in the clinical evidence such as innovation, public health effects, reduction in disparities, and unmet medical needs—are considered in the judgments about the clinical and economic value of the interventions.

**Scope of Clinical Evidence Review**

The proposed scope for this assessment is described on the following pages using the PICOTS (Population, Intervention, Comparators, Outcomes, Timing, and Settings) framework. Evidence will be abstracted from randomized controlled trials as well as high-quality systematic reviews; high-quality comparative cohort studies will be considered, particularly for long-term outcomes and uncommon adverse events. Our evidence review will include input from patients and patient advocacy organizations, data from regulatory documents, information submitted by manufacturers, and other grey literature when the evidence meets ICER standards (for more information, see https://icer-review.org/methodology/icers-methods/icer-value-assessment-framework/grey-literature-policy/).
All relevant evidence will be synthesized qualitatively or quantitatively. Wherever possible, we will seek out head-to-head studies of the interventions and comparators of interest. Data permitting, we will also consider combined use of direct and indirect evidence in network meta-analyses of selected outcomes. Full details regarding the literature search, screening strategy, data extraction, and evidence synthesis will be provided after the finalized scope in a research protocol published on the Open Science Framework website (https://osf.io/7awvd/).

**Analytic Framework**

The general analytic framework for assessment of acute therapies for migraine is depicted in Figure 1.1.

**Figure 1.1. Analytic Framework: Acute Therapies for Migraine**

The diagram begins with the population of interest on the left. Actions, such as treatment, are depicted with solid arrows which link the population to outcomes. For example, a treatment may be associated with specific health outcomes. Outcomes are listed in the shaded boxes; those within the rounded boxes are intermediate outcomes (e.g., remission), and those within the squared-off boxes are key measures of benefit (e.g., mortality). The key measures of benefit are linked to intermediate outcomes via a dashed line, as the relationship between these two types of outcomes may not always be validated. Curved arrows lead to the adverse events of treatment which are listed within the blue ellipse.26
**Populations**

The population of focus for this review will be adults ages 18 years and older with a diagnosis of migraine, with or without aura as specified by the ICHD diagnostic criteria. We will plan to evaluate two sub-populations of patients with migraine:

1. Patients who have migraine attacks that have not responded to non-prescription medicines.
2. Patients who have migraine attacks that have not responded to non-prescription medicines and for whom triptans have not been effective, are not tolerated, or are contraindicated.

As data permit, for both sub-populations, we will also seek evidence on subgroups of interest, such as, a) patients considered to have chronic migraine (>15 headache days per month); b) patients currently receiving preventive migraine medication.

**Interventions**

The list of interventions was developed with input from patient organizations, clinicians, manufacturers, and payers on which drugs to include. The full list of interventions is as follows:

- Lasmiditan
- Rimegepant
- Ubrogepant

**Comparators**

Data permitting, we intend to compare lasmiditan, rimegepant, and ubrogepant to each other and to triptans for sub-population 1. For sub-population 2, we intend to compare lasmiditan, rimegepant, and ubrogepant to each other and to no additional migraine-specific medication (as estimated by the placebo arms of the clinical trials). Since these new agents under review are all orally available, we will focus our comparison of triptans on the oral formulations. We will also consider comparing to other commonly used acute therapies for migraine such as NSAIDS, ergot compounds, opioids, and barbiturates.

**Outcomes**

The outcomes of interest are described below.

- Headache relief at two hours
- Sustained headache relief (at 24 hours and 48 hours)
- Pain freedom at two hours
- Sustained pain freedom (at 24 and 48 hours)
• Freedom from most bothersome symptom (MBS) at two hours
• Relief from other migraine symptoms (e.g., photophobia, phonophobia, nausea, vomiting) at two hours
• Patient global impression of change
• Use of rescue medication
• Disability
• Health-related quality of life
• Other patient-reported outcomes (e.g., depression, anxiety, and difficulties in interpersonal relationships)
• Employment-related outcomes (e.g., unemployment, work productivity loss, absenteeism)
• Medication overuse headache
• Serious adverse events
• Treatment-emergent adverse events
• Adverse events leading to discontinuation

**Timing**

Evidence on intervention effectiveness will be derived from studies of any duration, as long as they meet the study design criteria set forth above and measure the outcomes of interest.

**Settings**

All relevant settings will be considered, with a focus on outpatient settings in the United States.

**Potential Other Benefits and Contextual Considerations**

Our reviews seek to provide information on potential other benefits offered by the intervention to the individual patient, caregivers, the delivery system, other patients, or the public that would not have been considered as part of the evidence on comparative clinical effectiveness. These elements are listed in Table 1.1 on the following page.
Table 1.1. Potential Other Benefits and Contextual Considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Other Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This intervention offers reduced complexity that will significantly improve patient outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This intervention will reduce important health disparities across racial, ethnic, gender, socio-economic, or regional categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This intervention will significantly reduce caregiver or broader family burden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This intervention offers a novel mechanism of action or approach that will allow successful treatment of many patients for whom other available treatments have failed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This intervention will have a significant impact on improving return to work and/or overall productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other important benefits or disadvantages that should have an important role in judgments of the value of this intervention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Other Contextual Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This intervention is intended for the care of individuals with a condition of particularly high severity in terms of impact on length of life and/or quality of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This intervention is intended for the care of individuals with a condition that represents a particularly high lifetime burden of illness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This intervention is the first to offer any improvement for patients with this condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compared to “the comparator,” there is significant uncertainty about the long-term risk of serious side effects of this intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compared to “the comparator,” there is significant uncertainty about the magnitude or durability of the long-term benefits of this intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are additional contextual considerations that should have an important role in judgments of the value of this intervention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scope of Comparative Value Analyses

As a complement to the evidence review, we will develop a Markov simulation model to assess the cost-effectiveness of lasmiditan, rimegepant, and ubrogepant compared with each other and with oral triptans (e.g. almotriptan, eletriptan, frovatriptan, naratriptan, rizatRIPTAN, sumatriptan, and zolmitriptan) in sub-population 1, and with each other and with no additional migraine-specific medication as estimated by the placebo arms of the clinical trials in sub-population 2, as defined in the analytical framework. The model will have a short cycle length (one day) and time horizon (e.g. two years) due to the relative acuteness of migraine attack onset and resolution. We anticipate that this time horizon will be sufficient for estimating the long-term cost-effectiveness of these acute treatments for migraine. The model structure will be based in part on models identified through a systematic review of the literature on the acute treatment of migraine. The base-case analysis will take a health care sector perspective (i.e., focus on direct medical care costs only). Data permitting, productivity losses will be considered in a separate analysis conducted from a societal perspective. The target population will consist of adults ages 18 years and older with migraine attacks with or without aura as specified by the ICHD diagnostic criteria. The model will consist of Markov health states including presence of migraine and no migraine in each one-day
period. Transition states will include treatment outcomes of migraine including resolution and recurrence of migraine. If data are available appropriately linking most bothersome symptoms other than pain to patient quality of life, these symptoms will also be included as an outcome in the model. Treatment-emergent serious adverse events, if any, will also be included as a transition state in the model. A cohort of patients will transition between states during predetermined one-day cycles over a two-year time horizon.

Key model inputs will include clinical probabilities, quality of life values, and health care costs (drug and non-drug treatment costs) associated with the modeled health states. The effects of lasmiditan, rimegepant, ubrogepant, and the comparators will be modeled by altering probabilities, costs, and other inputs to reflect comparative responses to those therapies from clinical trials. Treatment effectiveness of lasmiditan, rimegepant, ubrogepant, and the comparators will be estimated using network meta-analyses, if feasible.

Health outcomes and costs will be dependent on time spent in each health state, clinical events, adverse events (AEs), and the associated direct medical costs and utility (expressed as quality-adjusted life years [QALYs]) assigned to each state. While we believe none of the treatments will affect survival, we will include outcomes on life years for each treatment arm, and will include a cost per equal value of life years gained (evLYG) analysis either as estimated by life years gained or as a separate analysis, as appropriate. Quality-of-life weights will be applied to each health state, including quality-of-life decrements for serious adverse events. The model will include direct medical costs, including but not limited to costs related to drug, condition-related care, and serious adverse events. In addition, productivity losses associated with migraine and gains from treatment will be included in a separate analysis if data allow. All costs and outcomes will be discounted by a rate of 3%. Relevant pairwise comparisons will be made between treatments, and results will be expressed in terms of the incremental cost per QALY gained. If indicated, threshold analyses will be conducted using cost per QALY gained to assess cost and benefit thresholds needed for a variety of willingness to pay cost-effectiveness thresholds. Additionally, we will conduct a cost per consequence analysis such as a cost per half-day or full day of migraine relief, pending data availability. One-way sensitivity analyses will be conducted on all model inputs, including the time horizon length, to assess their individual impact on outcomes. Probabilistic sensitivity analyses will be conducted to assess the impact of important model parameters simultaneously. Other scenario analyses accounting for specific parametric uncertainties will also be conducted, as appropriate.

In separate analyses, we will explore the potential health system budgetary impact of lasmiditan, rimegepant, and ubrogepant over a five-year time horizon, utilizing published or otherwise publicly available information on the potential population eligible for treatment and results from the simulation model for treatment costs and cost offsets. This budgetary impact analysis will indicate the relation between treatment prices and level of use for a given potential budget impact, and will allow assessment of any need for managing the cost of such interventions.
More information on ICER’s methods for estimating potential budget impact can be found at:

Identification of Low-Value Services

As described in its Final Value Assessment Framework for 2017-2019, ICER will now include in its reports information on wasteful or lower-value services in the same clinical area that could be reduced or eliminated to create additional resources in health care budgets for higher-value innovative services (for more information, see https://icer-review.org/material/final-vaf-2017-2019/). These services are ones that would not be directly affected by the new acute treatments (e.g., emergency department visits for migraine attacks/attacks), as these services will be captured in the economic model. Rather, we are seeking services used in the current management of migraine beyond the potential offsets that arise from a new intervention. ICER encourages all stakeholders to suggest services (including treatments and mechanisms of care) that could be reduced, eliminated, or made more efficient.

For this review, we have received one such suggestion thus far: Allergan and some patient groups noted that opioids for acute treatment of migraines are discouraged by guidelines and yet remain overused. Allergan suggested that opioids represent a low-value service that could be reduced or eliminated.
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